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а также других редких процессов

в , и далее везде,
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Standard  vs non-standard 

<=“Standard ” in this talk=>

0νLMN

0+
g.s. 0+

g.s

2ν

0+
g.s. 0+

g.s

Feynman diagrams at the quark level 

for:

two-neutrino double beta 

decay
(allowed in SM)

neutrinoless double beta decay

LNM- light Majorana neutrino mechanism 

(beyond SM)
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• Standard Interpretation:
0νββ Decay is mediated by light and massive   Majorana neutrinos (the 

ones which oscillate) and all other mechanisms potentially leading to 0νββ 
give negligible or no contribution.

• Non-Standard Interpretations:
There is at least one other mechanism leading to 0νββ Decay and its 

contribution is at least of the same order as the light neutrino exchange 
mechanism. W.Rodejohann., Int. J. Mod. Phys. E20, 1833-1930 

(2011)

“Standard” & “non-standard” 0ν

Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay is ∆L = 2, not only neutrino mass

Many other 
mechanisms 

of 0n decay !
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NEUTRINO-LESS DOUBLE BETA DECAY AND

PARTICLE PHYSICS

WERNER RODEJOHANN

International Journal of Modern Physics E

Vol. 20, No. 9 (2011) 1833–1930

“Non-standard” 0ν



Phase space factor
(~Qbb

5)
Nuclear matrix

element
Effective Majorana

neutrino mass

coherent sum

α1,2 - complex CP-violating Majorana phases

= m1|Ue1|
2 + m2|Ue2|

2.eia1 + m3|Ue3|
2.eia2

Light Majorana neutrinos can mediate 0νLMN decay (diagram at previous 

slide)
with half-life:

“Standard” 0ν

The three-light Majorana neutrino exchange

(0νLMN - light Majorana neutrino mass mechanism) 
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Effects of a quenched gA on NMEs of 0 decays:
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“Standard” 0ν

The three-light Majorana neutrino exchange

(0νLMN - light Majorana neutrino mass mechanism) 

Neutrino oscillation experiments have established that there are, at least, 3 light massive neutrinos 
with masses m1;m2;m3, and have measured the mass squared differences with best fit values

This leaves open the possibility of two orderings for the neutrino masses: 
normal ordering (NO) for m1 < m2 < m3 and inverted ordering (IO) for m3 < m1 < m2.

The massive neutrinos are related to the flavour ones, νe ν ν;  and  via the Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) 3x3 unitary matrix U. The oscillation experiments have also measured 
the mixing angles which parameterise it:  
They have provided the first hints in favour of CP violation due to the  phases being different 

from 0 or  . The two Majorana phases a31 and a 21 in U are physical if neutrinos are Majorana 

particles and are unknown at present.
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The effective Majorana mass |mββ | as a function of the smallest neutrino mass mMIN. 
The current best-fit values and the 2σ errors of the oscillation parameters are used. 
The Majorana phases α21 and α31, and δ, are varied within their allowed intervals.

The lightest neutrino mass mMIN : m1 for normal ordering and m3 for inverted ordering.

The predicted value of m depends critically on the neutrino mass 

spectrum
and on the values of the two unknown Majorana phases α21 and α31.
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In order to exclude the inverted ordering allowed range for mββ (in case

there is no sterile neutrino), one would need to constrain mββ  10 meV, 

which corresponds to T0ν 1/2 ≃ 1 × 1028 year, with some dependence on the 

material (phase space and NME). This means that none of the current 

generation experiments will be able to reach the required sensitivity, 

and we will have to wait for next generation upgrades and new 
projects.

Global fit: the Bayesian analysis to the 2018 publicly available oscillation 

and cosmological data sets

provides strong evidence for the normal neutrino mass ordering vs. 

the inverted scenario,  with a significance of 3.5 standard deviations.

Neutrino Mass Ordering From Oscillations and Beyond:

2018 Status and Future Prospects

Pablo F. de Salas, Stefano Gariazzo, Olga Mena*, Christoph A. Ternes and Mariam Tórtola

Frontiers in Astronomy and Space Sciences | October 2018 | Volume 5 | Article 36 /
published: 09 October 2018 doi: 10.3389/fspas.2018.00036



0νLMN (0+
g.s. 0+

g.s ) Past, Present and  Future perspectives

Predecessors, GERDA phases, progeny and next generation in search for 0νββ of 76 Ge

0νLMN - light Majorana neutrino mechanism 

For more details see: А.Smolnikov, Fifty years of searching for 0νββ decay with Ge detectors,

Proceed. of the Int. Conf. “History of the Neutrino”, Paris, France, September 5-7, 2018, 521-525
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11.5 kg of enriched in 76Ge detectors, 

0.11 counts/(kg keV y) around 2040 keV

T1/2 (0νββ) > 1.9 x 1025 yr (90% C.L.) 
Eur.Phys. Jurn. A 12 (2001) 147

35.6 kg of enriched in 76Ge detectors

LAr scintillation Veto, 

0.0005 counts/(kg keV y) near ROI

T1/2 (0νββ) > 1.8 x1026 yr (90% C.L.)

mββ < 0.08- 0.18 eV
exposure 1288 mole yr (Phases I+II) 

Heidelberg-Moscow 1990- 2003 GERDA - II 2014- 2020

 20 yeas



Sterile Neutrinos: 
the usual plot for double beta decay

gets completely turned around!
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“Heavy neutrinos (N) remain one of most promising explanations 
for the origin of neutrinos’ tiny masses and large mixing angles.”

Journal of High Energy Physics, June 2019

•Silvia Pascoli, Richard Ruiz, Cedric Weiland

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Silvia_Pascoli?_sg%5B0%5D=EWQwJkkC1WQt2rMXuMiyt1nA3x1ioYvFddG3ejtC_EChFyq1hmLb_8WtpSMfcdFI3O1FibI.XXLqjb3Je0UiYIaC-ekozaaSyopJQgAf647515gI2E-sR_B83hRgKxbsRWlyWxcBiScYaYBi2cIaumlYoQAobg&_sg%5B1%5D=66VOgOj4Qybixb7lae_aWflGTu1rcLfsm70MJ_J_ghf9Fr_brQxeZ583yDCyifUYBnkKVaaLIbivc72QGXon5sTKZplO4rM.V4ECje8NehYll1GGH2zXVqh7m_-dHfINNbOHjmtgwuaCXq1MIuur8yTxF2gnqa-F9683fYFBELPryKfvgPxqmQ
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/2003658145_Richard_Ruiz?_sg%5B0%5D=EWQwJkkC1WQt2rMXuMiyt1nA3x1ioYvFddG3ejtC_EChFyq1hmLb_8WtpSMfcdFI3O1FibI.XXLqjb3Je0UiYIaC-ekozaaSyopJQgAf647515gI2E-sR_B83hRgKxbsRWlyWxcBiScYaYBi2cIaumlYoQAobg&_sg%5B1%5D=66VOgOj4Qybixb7lae_aWflGTu1rcLfsm70MJ_J_ghf9Fr_brQxeZ583yDCyifUYBnkKVaaLIbivc72QGXon5sTKZplO4rM.V4ECje8NehYll1GGH2zXVqh7m_-dHfINNbOHjmtgwuaCXq1MIuur8yTxF2gnqa-F9683fYFBELPryKfvgPxqmQ
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/2074209006_C_Weiland?_sg%5B0%5D=EWQwJkkC1WQt2rMXuMiyt1nA3x1ioYvFddG3ejtC_EChFyq1hmLb_8WtpSMfcdFI3O1FibI.XXLqjb3Je0UiYIaC-ekozaaSyopJQgAf647515gI2E-sR_B83hRgKxbsRWlyWxcBiScYaYBi2cIaumlYoQAobg&_sg%5B1%5D=66VOgOj4Qybixb7lae_aWflGTu1rcLfsm70MJ_J_ghf9Fr_brQxeZ583yDCyifUYBnkKVaaLIbivc72QGXon5sTKZplO4rM.V4ECje8NehYll1GGH2zXVqh7m_-dHfINNbOHjmtgwuaCXq1MIuur8yTxF2gnqa-F9683fYFBELPryKfvgPxqmQ
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Adopted from the talk of S.Elliott, LEGEND Physics Motivations 
and Challenges, 2020-09-09
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0nββ (0+  21+)
Right-handed current !

Special interest for experimentalists:

0ν mediated by Heavy Majorana neutrino in 

Left-right symmetry models
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5.1. Heavy neutrinos

recently calculated within the QRPA approach the NMEs in the above convention

and found a range of roughly a factor of two: 172–412 for 76Ge, 165–408 for 82Se, 

185–404 for 100Mo and 171–384 for 130Te. 

The NMEs seem to be much larger than the ones for the standard case.

5.3. Left right symmetric theories

To sum up, the full glory of LR symmetric theories provides several possible diagrams for 

0νββ: standard, heavy neutrino exchange, heavy neutrino exchange with RH currents, left-

handed triplet, right-handed triplet, λ and η. In principle, all should be considered at the 

same time, yielding correlated constraints in a multi-dimensional parameter space spanned 

by parameters MWR, tan ζ, m_R, (MR)ee,  V 2 ei/Mi  and Uei Sei. Some of the diagrams could 

give observable 0νββ if the relevant masses and scales do not exceed TeV too much. 

These scales correspond to values testable at the LHC, via lepton flavor violation or rare 

processes in the quark sector. 

5.4. Supersymmetric theories

Nuclear physics is again dominated by pion exchange, with the relevant NMEs 2 to 3 

orders of magnitude larger than the two-nucleon NMEs. The spread of NMEs in is 396–

728 for 76Ge, 379–720 for 82Se, 405–691 for 100Mo and 382–641 for 130Te.
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GERDA Phase 
II 
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GERDA-II at LNGS 

Present                               & Future  

LEGEND-200 at LNGS 
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«Стандартные» и «нестандартные» моды -распада
и поиск других редких процессов в GERDA ( … и LEGEND)

0νLMN - light Majorana neutrino mechanism 
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For more details see: А.А.Smolnikov, GERDA Searches for 0n and other  Decay Modes of 76Ge,

AIP Conference Proceedings, 2165, 020024, 1-4, 2019
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Phase I and Phase II data together give a total exposure of 127.2 kg yr, which 

corresponds

to 1288 mol yr of 76Ge. The combined analysis has a best fit for null signal 
strength, and provides a half-life limit of

Final Results of GERDA on the Search for 0νββ decay of 76Ge

arXiv:2009.06079v1 [nucl-ex] 13 Sep 2020

submitted to PRL



Phase II 
After LAr Veto performance

Survival fraction between 0.6 and 1.3 MeV:

(68.6 ± 0.3)%

T1/2(2ν2β) fixed as 1.93 1021 yr
40K and 42K continua 

strongly suppressed

40K

42K

Only 2νββ left

Half-life of 2n decay of 76Ge

25

(1.926 ± 0.094) 1021 yr

From Phase I
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GERDA Phase II : 2nββ decay of 76Ge to excited states of 76Se

MC simulation

Integrated efficiency (>200 keV):

Factor 2.5 to 3 increase due to more efficient array

Phase II data
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GERDA Phase II : Estimated sensitivity for 100 kg yr

observed

if effect > 3

ru
le

d
 o

u
t

If
 l
im

it

T1/2(2νββ, 0+
g.s. 0+

g.s) for Ge-76  1.93 x 1021 yr

T1/2(2νββ, 0+
g.s. 0+

1) for Ge-76  1 x 1024 yrEstimated sensitivity for 

GERDA: 



0νββ
to level 01+

Experiment *)
t = 405 days

GERDA Phase II : 0nββ decay of 76Ge to excited states of 76Se

0νββ
to level 21+ *) Data before LAr Veto cut 

Monte Carlo ROIs

0nββ (0+  21+)
Right-handed current !



0νββ to excited level 01+

Experiment *)
t = 405 days

Data after LAr Veto for first 405 days of GERDA – I I

0νββ to excited level 21+

Experiment *)
t = 405 days

*) Data after quality cut and LAr Veto 

GERDA Phase II : 0nββ decay of 76Ge to excited states of 76Se



T1/2 0nββ (0+ 01+) Sensitivity: 8.0 x1024 yr

Best previous limit for Ge-76 was 

T1/2 (0+01+)> 1.3 x1022 yr [A. Morales et al., Nuovo Cim. A 100, 525-551 (1988)]

T1/2 0nββ (0+ 21+) Sensitivity: 2.3 x1025 yr

Best previous limit for Ge-76 was 

T1/2 (0+21+)> 8.3 x1023 yr [B. Maier, Nucl. Phys. B (Proc. Suppl.) 35, 358-362 (1994)]

Expected COMBINED Sensitivities

for the final data in GERDA- I + II

 120 kgyr (Phase I+II) 

Публикации по результатам - Draft в подготовке (А.А.С.)

P
R
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A

R
Y



Majoron χ0 predicted by several theories
(extensions of SM, SUSY, ...)

Can be massless Goldstone boson, massless or light boson,
with or without leptonic charge, ….

Emission of 2χ0 possible





E. Bossio, “Probing new physics with double-beta decay in GERDA Phase II”,
Talk at DPG Spring Meeting – Matter and Cosmos Section (SMuK), Munich, 17-22 March 2019

GERDA Phase II: 

ββ decay with emission of Majorons & Lorentz violating double beta decay

Standard Model Extension (SME)

“Countershaded effects” →  four independent components of the coefficient 

Distortion of shape of the conventional two electron sum spectrum due to the

Jorge S. Diaz, Phys.Rev. D89 (2014) 036002

The total decay rate can be expressed as a

sum of two rates through a perturbation 

Γ=Γ0+δ ΓLV

P
R

EL
IM

IN
A

R
Y

Lorentz violating double beta decay

34

The Standard Model Extension (SME) provides a general framework for 
Lorentz invariance violation (LIV). In this model, the size of the Lorentz 
Symmetry  breakdown is controlled by SME coffecients that describe
the coupling between standard model particles and background felds.
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Baryon number (B) conservation is an empirical symmetry of the Standard 
Model. Its violation is predicted by a number of SM extensions. Furthermore it 
is expected that quantum gravity theories violate B and that theories with 
extra dimensions permit nucleon decay via interactions with dark matter. 
In particular, some SM extensions which allow for small neutrino masses, 
anticipate B=3 transitions in which three baryons can simultaneously 
disappear from the nucleus, so called tri-nucleon decay, frequently leaving an 
unstable isotope [K. Babu, I. Gogoladze, and K.Wang, Phys. Lett. B 570, 32 

(2003 ].

The dominant B=3 decay modes are:

Tri-nucleon decay 

Neutrinoless double beta decay and proton decay

Keeping in mind the special nature of B - L in the SM and beyond, it is 

noteworthy that searches for lepton number violation are 

accompanied by those for baryon number violation, in particular 

proton decay and neutron-antineutron oscillation. These processes test 

different energy scales and have a strong complementarity in searching for 
new physics beyond the SM.



Ref. [2] K. Babu, I. Gogoladze, and K.Wang, Phys. Lett. B 570, 32 (2003).

36
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Previous best results of Majorana Demonstrator 
for different modes of Tri-nucleon decay 

The coincidence between the tri-nucleon decay and the radioactive decay of the 
daughter nuclei is a robust signature which can help to get rid of the backgrounds. 
For the Majorana Demonstrator  data they used the decay-mode specific 
signatures (charged fragments) include an initial saturated event followed by one
or more radioactive decays.

arXiv:1812.01090v1 [hep-ex] 3 Dec 2018:

Search for Tri-nucleon decay in the Majorana Demonstrator 



Detectable products of visible tri-nucleon decay modes with total energy  O(1 GeV) 
can fire practically all GERDA II detectors (HPGe +LAr) simultaneously. 

As an example below is MC simulation of multiplicity
for one of the tri-nucleon decay modes realized in GERDA II set up:

It means that we can easily obtain  the limits for tri-nucleon decay at the level 1026 yr

only from the absent of events with multiplicity > 4 in the GERDA II data

Предложенная нами (A.Смольников, А.Клименко) стратегия анализа: 

38

Sensitivity of GERDA Phase II 
to different modes of Tri-nucleon decay 



MC simulation for ppp decay

Number of detectors

c
o
u
n
ts

 /
 d

e
t
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MC simulation for ppn decay

Number of detectors

40



MC simulation for pnn decay

Number of detectors
41



MC simulation for nnn decay

Number of detectors
42
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Mttotal = [127.27 kg*yr (enrich) + 11.3 (natur)],  Mt 76 = 112.82 kg*yr, 

EXP= 8.95x10 26 atoms Ge-76 *yr

N files = 9996

GERDA Phase II :Total exposure for Tri-nucleon decay

Number of detectors



T1/2 = (NT xtot ) / N lim

в 4,5 раза лучше чем в Majorana Demonstrator публикации

tot (>4) = 78%; N = 0; N lim = 2,44

T1/2 > 2.29 x1026 yr at 90 % CL

Применяя самую простую оценку 
(0 отсчетов для N det > 4)

Все  HPGe детекторы и на совпадения с LAr:
Mt Ge76 = 112.82 kg*yr , 

tot (>4) = 82%; N = 0; N lim = 2,44

T1/2 > 2.33 x1026 yr at 90 % CL

44

1)

2)
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Впервые 
полученные пределы

tot (>4) = 85%; N = 0; N lim = 2,44

T1/2 > 2.44 x1025 yr at 90 % CL

tot (>4) = 38%; N = 0; N lim = 2,44

T1/2 > 1.42 x1026 yr at 90 % CL

3)

4)

Впервые получен для Ge-76

Впервые получен для Ge-76

Применив предложенной нами метод «отбора по количесву сработавших 

детекторов», впервые установлены пределы по каналам (pnn) и (nnn) для 76Ge -

что было недоступно для Majorana collaboration, использующей «метод 

задержанных совпадений» (дочернее ядро (pnn) распада 73Gа «живет» долго -

4,9 часа, а дочернее ядро (nnn) распада 73Gе стабильно, См. Слайд cо схемой 

распадов)

Все  детекторы и на совпадения с LAr:
Mt Ge76 = 112.82 kg*yr , 
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Search for bosonic Super-WIMPs
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FiG. Upper limits (at 90% C.I.) on the coupling 

strengths of pseudo-scalar (top) and vector 

(bottom) super-WIMPs. Only part of the data was 

acquired with a lower energy threshold, resulting in 

a lower exposure for data below 200 keV/c2 and 

causing the step-like feature around this energy. 

Results from other experiments (see text) are also 

shown, together with indirect constraints from 

anomalous energy losses in Heburning (HB) and 
red giant (RG) stars 

Search for bosonic Super-WIMPs in GERDA Phase II 

Searches were performed for pseudoscalar

and vector particles in the mass region from 

60 keV/c2 to 1 MeV/c2 . No evidence for a 

dark matter signal was observed, and the 

first constraints on the couplings of super-

WIMPs with masses above 120 keV have 

been set. As an example, at a mass of 150 

keV/c2 the most stringent direct limits on 

the dimensionless couplings of axion-like 

particles and dark photons to electrons of

gae < 3 x10-12 and a’/a < 6.5 x10-24 at 90% 

probability, respectively, were obtained.

Physical Review Letters 125, 011801 (2020) 
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GERDA-II at LNGS 

Present                               & Future  

LEGEND-200 at LNGS 
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The excellent performances achieved in GERDA Phase II motivates a

future extension and the LEGEND collaboration starts to build a new

experiment with 200 kg of 76Ge at LNGS using the GERDA cryostat with

the aim to reach a half-life of 1027 yr .

Despite the fact that searching for the 0νββ (0+
g.s. 0+

g.s.)

decay of 76Ge is the main and more ambitious goal of GERDA,

a wide range of the other ββ-modes and mechanisms was, is,

and will be investigated in the framework of GERDA and LEGEND

providing many competitive results.

Summary about
GERDA and LEGEND
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В заключение  
обсудим некоторые общие аспекты стратегии 

постановки и проведения планируемых экспериментов 

по двойному бета-распаду

All in all, there are many mechanisms which can induce neutrinoless
double beta decay and, if a signal is found, it will be of paramount 
importance to identify the dominant contribution, testing if the standard
light neutrino mass exchange is indeed the most important one. 
Generically, it is expected that short-range interactions are subdominant, 
unless the new mass scale is not too heavy. Long range processes, due to 
light neutrino masses and other exotic physics, could be at play. The 
complementarity with other new physics search is essential.

From: Double Beta Decay APPEC Committee

Report arXiv:1910.04688v2 [hep-ex] 10 Feb 2020

Figure: Contributions to neutrinoless double beta decay from effective LNV operators of 
higher dimension: D = 5 Weinberg operator which corresponds to the standard light mass 
mechanism (left) , D = 7 operator inducing long–range contributions (centre), D = 9 
operator leading to short–range contribution (right).
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It is also important to identify observables which can distinguish between 
short range and long range processes and different mediators. 

It has been pointed out that the NME for these processes can scale
differently with the type of nuclei. In principle, measuring the decay rates in 
different nuclei would allow to disentangle the two types of contributions. 

Particularly advantageous combinations that have been identified are 
e.g. 76Ge vs 136Xe and 100Mo vs 136Xe. 

The angular distribution between the two electrons is also very important 
but a dedicated effort, as the one proposed in SuperNEMO, 
would be required to measure it.

From: Double Beta Decay APPEC Committee

Report arXiv:1910.04688v2 [hep-ex] 10 Feb 

2020



What we should observe in experiments ?

Practically only NEMO /SuperNEMO

nEXO, NEXT - ???GERDA, LEGEND, some others

All experiments
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Good examples from NEMO-3
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‘While searches for seesaw model signatures are on-going, it is highly desirable to develop

a systematic program for testing and probing all classes of well motivated models,

including the tree-level seesaw and radiatively generated Majorana masses, over broad

scope of experiments, from 0n, rare meson decays to high energy colliders’

Neutrino Non-Standard Interactions: A  Status Report

P. S. Bhupal Dev, et al., FERMILAB-CONF-19-299-T, arXiv:1907.00991v2 [hep-ph] 12 Nov 2019
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The experimental approaches currently pursued world-wide 

can be broadly categorised in four main categories: 

(1) large liquid scintillator detectors (KamLAND-Zen, SNO+); 

(2) high-energy resolution solid-state devices such as High-Purity 

Germanium (HPGe) detectors (GERDA, Majorana, LEGEND) and

cryogenic particles detectors (CUORE, CUPID, AMORE), normally 

indicated as bolometers; 

(3) Time Project Chambers (TPC) with Xenon in liquid and gaseous form 

(EXO-200, nEXO, NEXT, DARWIN);

(4) tracking-calorimeter detectors with a full reconstruction of the final state 

topology (SuperNEMO).

There are also smaller projects at various stages of development that 

pursue an R&D program using novel approaches (e.g. COBRA).
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The next-generation of 0νββ-decay searches 

offers the potential of a discovery at T 0ν 1/2 exceeding 1028 years. 

To realize this goal, these experiments will have to be able to 

achieve the formidable background index of 0.1 count 

(FWHM·tonne·year)−1 in a robust tonne-scale detector that is 

expected to operate with a high duty cycle for a decade or longer. 

Despite these challenges, international teams are spearheading 

efforts to mount at least one of these experiments projecting to 

reach the intermediate T 0ν 1/2 discovery potential of ∼1027 years in 

the coming decade.
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First results of KamLAND-Zen 800

GERDA Phase II :
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Thanks for attention !
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Backup Slides
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NEXT-100 



0νLMN (0+
g.s. 0+

g.s ) Past and  Future perspectives

Predecessors, GERDA phases, progeny and next generation  

in search for 0νββ of 76 Ge

67

0νLMN - light Majorana neutrino mechanism 

For more details see: А.Smolnikov, Fifty years of searching for 0νββ decay with Ge detectors,

Proceed. of the Int. Conf. “History of the Neutrino”, Paris, France, September 5-7, 2018, 521-525
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GERDA Phase 
II 



Fig.1. Spectra of the sum kinetic energy of the two electrons 

for spectral index n = 5 (2νββ decay of 76Ge) 

and n = 1, 2, 3, 7 (0νββχ(χ) decay modes of 76Ge). *

* The spectra are based on the functions provided in [1, 2]. 

Figure adapted from [3].
1. V.I. Tretyak, Yu.G. Zdesenko, At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 61, 43 (1995).
2. V.I. Tretyak, Yu.G. Zdesenko, At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 80, 83 (2002).
3. S. Hemmer, Study of Lepton Number Conserving and Non-Conserving Processes  using

GERDA Phase I data, PhD thesis, Universit`a degli Studi di Padova (2014).

Eur. Phys. J. C (2015) 75:416,
Eur. Phys. J. Plus (2015) 130: 139

Fig. 2. Best-fit energy spectrum model for the coaxial and  BEGe Phase I 
data sets. The interval of 68% probability for the model expectation is 
indicated. The contribution from 2νββ decay of 76Ge are shown. The 
spectra corresponding to the upper limits on T1/2 at 90% C.L. for 0νββχ 
decays of 76Ge with the spectral indices n = 1, 2, 3, 7, are shown too.

d
N

/d
E

GERDA Phase I : Results on ββ decay with emission of Majorons
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